1.. Introduction
================

The control of molecular arrangement and orientation in a self-assembled state is important for taking full advantage of the intrinsic properties of functional molecules and for the development of high-performance organic materials. Molecular self-assembly that proceeds under thermodynamic control is a useful approach to creating organic materials with high positional and/or orientational order of the constituent molecules.[@cit1]--[@cit9] However, it is difficult to predict the assembled structure from the structure of the constituent molecules. A reliable approach to controlling the assembled structure of a functional molecular unit is to use covalent or non-covalent post-functionalization of molecular building blocks that exhibit "robust" self-assembling ability to form a predictable and well-defined structure.[@cit10] In addition, covalent pre-functionalization of such building blocks would also be useful. Here we define assembly motifs that shape how target molecules assemble "supramolecular scaffolds" ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic illustration of the types of supramolecular scaffolds for the controlled assembly of functional molecular units into well-defined 0D, 1D, 2D and 3D structures. (a) Pre-functionalization and (b) post-functionalization.](c7sc04340f-f1){#fig1}

Nature uses superb scaffolds and achieves multi-component assembly into dedicated structures for a particular function, as represented by the deoxyribose--phosphodiester backbones of DNA and peptide backbones. Light-harvesting systems such as LH1 also involve a highly sophisticated scaffold.[@cit11] Inspired by these natural systems, chemists have developed synthetic molecular and polymer building blocks, which can serve as supramolecular scaffolds for realizing molecular recognition, catalytic, electronic and photophysical properties.

To the best of our knowledge, the term "supramolecular scaffold" was first introduced by Hunter and coworkers in 1996 to describe a macrocyclic host molecule that can bind to both electron-donor and -acceptor molecules simultaneously.[@cit12] In this context, supramolecular hosts that undergo complexation with multiple different guests *via* non-covalent interactions can also be regarded as supramolecular scaffolds.[@cit13],[@cit14] The concept of a supramolecular scaffold extends beyond supramolecular host--guest complexes formed in solution and is now applied to various assembly systems including discrete nanostructures,[@cit15] nanoparticles,[@cit16] dendrimers,[@cit17] polymers,[@cit18]--[@cit21] two-dimensional sheets[@cit22] and three-dimensional metal--organic frameworks.[@cit23] As shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we classify supramolecular scaffolds into four types according to the dimensionality of the structure. Supramolecular scaffolds possess multiple well-defined covalent or non-covalent binding sites for target molecular units inside or on the surface of their architecture, thereby making target molecular units assemble into a structure whose morphology and size-regime basically reflect those of the supramolecular scaffolds used. Target functional molecular units are either incorporated covalently into the building block of supramolecular scaffolds prior to assembly (pre-functionalization, [Fig. 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or attached covalently or non-covalently to supramolecular scaffolds (post-functionalization, [Fig. 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the classification and application of supramolecular scaffolds using examples reported for the controlled assembly of C~60~ units. By attaching to an appropriate supramolecular scaffold, C~60~ units can be assembled into zero-,[@cit15] one-,[@cit24] two-[@cit22] or three-dimensional[@cit25] structures ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Herein, we present an up-to-date understanding of supramolecular scaffolds and perspectives regarding materials design using supramolecular scaffolds.

![Examples of the controlled assembly of C~60~ units (blue) using supramolecular scaffolds (red) and schematic structures of the resulting 0D to 3D assemblies.](c7sc04340f-f2){#fig2}

2.. Zero-dimensional supramolecular scaffolds
=============================================

Zero-dimensional (0D) assemblies of functional molecular units have been designed to provide, for instance, efficient light-harvesting, multivalent molecular recognition, catalytic systems, and templates for the synthesis of discrete inorganic materials.[@cit16],[@cit17] As shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, 0D supramolecular scaffolds are spherical, and functional molecular units are usually incorporated into their interior or attached to their outer surface. Typical examples of 0D scaffolds include spherical metal--organic complexes,[@cit26] dendrimers[@cit16],[@cit17] and metal nanoparticles.[@cit16]

Fujita and coworkers reported that bent bidentate ligands having two pyridyl groups \[*e.g.*, 1,3-bipyridylbenzene (**1--5**) and 1,3-bis(4-ethynylpyridyl)benzene derivatives (**6--16**)\], when mixed with a Pd^2+^ source such as Pd(NO~3~)~2~, self-assemble quantitatively into hollow spherical cuboctahedral nano-objects consisting of 24 ligands and 12 Pd^2+^ ions (M~12~L~24~ complexes, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit15] The M~12~L~24~ complexes exhibit robust self-assembly to accommodate functional molecular units in their interior or on their outer surface, through pre-functionalization of the bent bidentate ligands. Even when sterically bulky units such as derivatives of C~60~ (**1**),[@cit15] porphyrin (**2**),[@cit15] oligonucleotide (**3**),[@cit27] oligosaccharide (**4**)[@cit28] and biotin-appended oligopeptide (**5**)[@cit29] are attached to the 5-position of the central benzene ring of the 1,3-bipyridylbenzene moiety, ligands **1--5** can accurately assemble into an M~12~L~24~ structure, where the corresponding functional molecular units are located on the outer surface of the scaffold ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). It has been shown that saccharide-appended **4** and peptide-appended **5** are useful for the recognition of biomolecules, which could lead to the elucidation of biological events.[@cit28],[@cit29]

![Schematic structures of M~12~L~24~ complexes with 1,3-bipyridylbenzene ligands that serve as a 0D supramolecular scaffold (red) capable of outer-surface functionalization with various functional molecular units (blue). TBS = *tert*-butyldimethylsilyl.](c7sc04340f-f3){#fig3}

![Schematic structures of M~12~L~24~ complexes with 1,3-bis(4-ethynyl-pyridyl) benzene ligands that serve as a 0D supramolecular scaffold (red) capable of interior functionalization with various functional molecular units (blue). Boc = *tert*-butoxycarbonyl.](c7sc04340f-f4){#fig4}

Meanwhile, pre-functionalization at the 2-position of the central benzene ring of 1,3-bis(4-ethynylpyridyl)benzene ligands (**6--16**) with functional molecular units gives rise to inner space-functionalized M~12~L~24~ complexes ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit26],[@cit30]--[@cit37] Various functional molecular units such as oligoethylene glycol (**6**),[@cit30] fluoroalkane (**7**),[@cit31] azobenzene (**8**),[@cit30] amino acid (**9**),[@cit32] oligopeptide (**10**),[@cit32] coronene (**11**),[@cit33] methacrylate (**12**),[@cit34] sugar (**13**),[@cit35] guanidium group (**14**),[@cit36] tetramethylpiperidine *N*-oxyl (TEMPO) radical (**15**)[@cit37] and an organocatalytic group (MacMillan\'s catalyst, **16**)[@cit37] can be used for this system ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, sugar-appended complex (**13**) can provide a template for the synthesis of TiO~2~ nanoparticles.[@cit35] Some complexes (**14**, **15** and **16**) show excellent molecular recognition and catalytic properties arising from the densely arranged functional units in the cavity of the M~12~L~24~ complexes.

Würthner and coworkers utilized square-shaped metal complexes consisting of four metal ions (Pt^2+^ or Pd^2+^) and four perylene bisimide-based bidentate ligands as a supramolecular scaffold for constructing electroactive and light-harvesting systems.[@cit6],[@cit38],[@cit39]

The architecture of dendrimers makes them suitable for use as a 0D scaffold for assembling a fixed number of functional molecular units.[@cit16],[@cit17] There are an enormous number of examples in which functional molecular units are covalently incorporated into dendrimer skeletons. Post-functionalization of the surface and interior of dendrimers has also been intensively investigated. Here we describe only selected examples of dendrimer scaffolds, since many review articles, which focused on, for example, dendrimer-based light-harvesting, sensor, catalysis and drug-delivery systems, have already been published.[@cit17] For interesting applications of dendrimer scaffolds, Yamamoto and coworkers have reported that a phenylazomethine dendrimer (**17**) having imino groups at its branched positions ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) enables the accumulation of a precise number of metal ions in the inner space.[@cit40] Remarkably, this dendrimer scaffold allows the synthesis of unstable non-magic number-type Pt~12~ clusters by the chemical reduction of 12 Pt ions accumulated in the inner space.[@cit40] Such a Pt~12~ cluster has never been selectively synthesized by other methods. The obtained Pt~12~ cluster exhibited excellent catalytic activity compared to a thermodynamically stable magic number-type Pt~13~ cluster, which can be obtained using another dendrimer scaffold with an additional binding site at the dendrimer core (**18**, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit40]

![Dendrimer-based 0D scaffolds for the assembly of a fixed number of metal ions. When Pt ions are accumulated in the interior and subsequently reduced, Pt clusters are formed.](c7sc04340f-f5){#fig5}

Au nanoparticle (AuNP) with a narrow size distribution is also useful as a 0D scaffold for thiol-containing molecules ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit16] A variety of functional units such as photo- and electro-active porphyrin (**19**)[@cit41] and pentacene (**20**),[@cit42] bioactive drugs (**21**)[@cit43] and peptides (**22**)[@cit44] have been assembled with AuNP scaffolds, and are used in a wide range of applications from photovoltaics to diagnosis/therapy.

![Schematic structure of an AuNP-based 0D scaffold and examples of functional molecular units (blue) assembled with the scaffold. TIPS = triisopropylsilyl.](c7sc04340f-f6){#fig6}

3.. One-dimensional supramolecular scaffolds
============================================

Fibrous and tubular assemblies as well as linear polymers can provide one-dimensional (1D) supramolecular scaffolds ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit1]--[@cit9],[@cit45]--[@cit49] 1D scaffolds with a high aspect ratio can assemble and align functional units densely and anisotropically. Importantly, fibrous and tubular assemblies often possess helical chirality as a structural element. Thus, it is possible that the use of such a 1D scaffold would result in the induction of supramolecular helical chirality for a target molecular assembly, even for one without intrinsic molecular chirality. Potential gelation properties of 1D architecture are also interesting characteristics from the viewpoint of the development of functional soft materials.

Naturally occurring cholesterol derivatives are well known to show particular self-assembling properties.[@cit48],[@cit49] Through a pre-functionalization approach, Shinkai and coworkers demonstrated that helical cholesterol-based assemblies can serve as versatile 1D scaffolds for the controlled assembly of various functional molecular units such as crown ether (**23**),[@cit49] azobenzene (**24**),[@cit49] azobenzene-appended crown ether (**25**),[@cit49] ferrocene (**26**),[@cit50] porphyrin (**27**)[@cit51] and C~60~ (**28**)[@cit52] ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Except for **23**, which serves as a component of a liquid crystal,[@cit49] cholesterol-based 1D assemblies have been reported to show gelating ability for organic solvents, where sol--gel phase transition events can be monitored by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy.[@cit49],[@cit51],[@cit52] Ferrocene-appended **26** undergoes a reversible sol--gel transition triggered by chemical redox reactions, sonication and a temperature change.[@cit50]

![Schematic structure of cholesterol-based helical 1D supramolecular scaffolds (red) and examples of functional molecular units (blue) assembled with the scaffold.](c7sc04340f-f7){#fig7}

Hanabusa and coworkers reported that enantiopure *trans*-1,2-cyclohexanebisamide (**29**) assembles to form a fibrous assembly *via* intermolecular hydrogen-bonding between amide groups ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit53] With the use of this fibrous assembly as a 1D scaffold, various functional molecular units, including pyridinium (**30**),[@cit54] ammonium (**31**),[@cit55] diketopyrrolopyrrole (**32**),[@cit56] oligothiophene (**33**),[@cit57] phthalocyanine (**34**),[@cit58] TEMPO (**35**)[@cit59] and dithienylethene (**36**),[@cit60] can be helically aligned along the longer axis of 1D scaffolds ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The 1D assembly of pyridinium-appended **30** provides a template for the formation of a TiO~2~ nanofiber in the hydrolysis-condensation of Ti(O^*i*^Pr)~4~ in the organogel of **30** in EtOH/NH~3~ aq.[@cit54] The resulting TiO~2~ nanofiber can be further converted into a hollow nanotube by removing the 1D scaffold through calcination. Similarly, Shinkai and coworkers successfully obtained a helical silica nanofiber by the condensation of tetraethoxysilane in an organogel of a mixture of **29** and ammonium-appended **31** in ethanol/water followed by calcination.[@cit55] Densely aligned electro- and photo-active units **32--34** on the 1D scaffold show enhanced photovoltaic response, carrier mobility and emission behaviour compared to their non-assembled states.[@cit56]--[@cit58] Nishide and coworkers reported that the redox-active organogel of TEMPO-appended **35** shows high charge-transporting capability, with a charge-diffusion coefficient of 3.3 × 10^--7^ cm^2^ s^--1^ in acetonitrile.[@cit59] Huang and coworkers used dithienylethene-appended **36** for the fabrication of organogel with a photochromic fluorescent-switching behavior.[@cit60]

![Schematic structures of diamidecyclohexane-based helical 1D supramolecular scaffolds (red) and examples of functional molecular units (blue) assembled with the scaffold. EH = 2-ethylhexyl.](c7sc04340f-f8){#fig8}

Benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide (BTA)[@cit1],[@cit61]--[@cit64] derivatives with three amide groups have a strong tendency to form a 1D helical columnar structure through a hydrogen-bonding network developed along the columnar axis. As shown in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, many kinds of functional molecular units can be hybridized with the BTA-based 1D assembly. Indeed, the BTA-based assembly is one of the most widely studied 1D scaffolds, and has led to several important discoveries. Meijer and coworkers demonstrated a chiral amplification phenomenon (sergeants-and-soldiers principle) in a non-covalent assembly system through investigation of the coassembly of achiral **37** and optically active **38**.[@cit63] Raynal and coworkers reported the Rh-catalysed asymmetric hydrogenation of dimethyl itaconate (product ee = 31%) using a BTA-based 1D assembly composed of **39** and **40** (**39** : **40** = 97.5 : 2.5) with an achiral phosphine unit and a chiral inducer, respectively.[@cit65] The BTA-based 1D scaffold can also be used in the assembly of large π-conjugated molecules such as a porphyrin dye (**41**),[@cit66] which enables the analysis of self-assembly processes by electronic absorption spectroscopy. Jung and coworkers reported that UV reduction of Au([i]{.smallcaps}) ions in the presence of a helical 1D scaffold composed of BTA derivatives with terpyridyl groups (**42**) and chiral acid moieties (**43**) resulted in the formation of a helical array of AuNPs, which showed significantly enhanced optical activities compared to the scaffold itself.[@cit67] BTA derivatives exhibit robust assembling properties even in aqueous media. Water-soluble fluorescent 1D assemblies consisting of pre-functionalized BTA derivatives **44--48** can be used in intracellular gene delivery.[@cit61],[@cit68] A water-soluble 1D coassembly of a Gd^3+^ complex-appended BTA (**49**) and a peptide-appended BTA (**50**)[@cit69] serves as MRI contrast agents.[@cit61],[@cit70]

![Schematic structures of BTA-(**37--49**) and extended BTA-based (**50--54**) helical 1D supramolecular scaffolds (red), and examples of functional molecular units (blue) assembled with the scaffolds.](c7sc04340f-f9){#fig9}

The attachment of 2,2′-bipyridyl groups to BTA results in an extended version of the building blocks for a 1D scaffold (**51--54**, [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit61],[@cit64],[@cit71],[@cit72] Chiral branched alkyl group-appended **51** ([@cit71]) and TTF-appended **52** were used to investigate the formation of a helical 1D assembly *via* a nucleation-growth mechanism.[@cit72] Water-soluble mannose (**53**) and biotin (**54**) hybrids with an extended BTA scaffold have been used for bacteria-detection and protein-assembly, respectively.[@cit64]

A 1D tubular scaffold can provide two distinct sites, *i.e.*, its interior and outer surfaces, for the controlled assembly of functional molecular units.[@cit1]--[@cit4] Since the pioneering works of Kunitake and coworkers on the synthesis of peptide nanotubes,[@cit73] various types of self-assembled nanotubes have been developed to date.[@cit1]--[@cit4],[@cit74] Shimizu and coworkers found that amphiphilic glycopeptide derivatives provide versatile building blocks for the assembly of 1D nanotubes that are capable of reversibly including guest molecules inside the cavity of the tube, and which can be used in drug-delivery systems.[@cit75]

Fukushima, Aida and coworkers reported that Gemini-shaped amphiphilic hexa-*peri*-hexabenzocoronene (HBC) derivatives ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), having two dodecyl chains on one side and two triethylene glycol (TEG) chains on the other side of the HBC core, self-assemble to form a robust nanotubular object with a very high aspect ratio greater than 1000.[@cit76],[@cit77] These nanotubes have a uniform bilayer structure (outer diameter: 20 nm, wall thickness: 3 nm), where TEG layers cover the inner and outer surfaces of the nanotube, and two π-stacked HBC layers are coaxially formed through a layer of interdigitated dodecyl chains ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). By attaching functional units to the termini of the TEG chains, the HBC nanotubes act as an excellent 1D supramolecular scaffold, which can realize the highly dense coaxial assembly of functional molecular units on both the inner and outer surfaces of the nanotubes ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic structure of a nanotubular 1D supramolecular scaffold (red) formed from a Gemini-shaped HBC derivative, which enables the controlled assembly of various functional molecular units (blue).](c7sc04340f-f10){#fig10}

[Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of functional molecular units that have been incorporated into the 1D tubular scaffold. The HBC nanotube provides a very robust supramolecular scaffold to enable the controlled assembly of even very large molecular units on the nanotubular surface. Thus, coaxial 1D assemblies of C~60~ (**55**)[@cit24] and trinitrofluorenone (**56**)[@cit78] units have been achieved. Since HBC behaves as an electron-donor while these molecules are strong electron-acceptors, the resulting coaxial nanotubes can exhibit photoconductive properties, and even a photovoltaic response for the C~60~-functionalized nanotube, by efficient electron transfer between HBC and the acceptors upon photoirradiation. A nanotubular assembly capable of switching photoconductivity has been realized by the self-assembly of HBC **57** with a pre-functionalized diarylethene unit.[@cit79] An interesting difference in physical properties between nanotubes formed by pre-functionalization and post-functionalization has been demonstrated. A nitronyl nitroxide radical (NN) unit can be attached to one TEG terminal of the HBC building block.[@cit80] Upon complexation with a Co^2+^ complex, the organic radical-appended HBC (**58**) undergoes controlled assembly to form a nanotube having *N*,*N*-Co^2+^ coordinated copolymer chains on its inner and outer surfaces. Such coordinated copolymer chains can also be formed by post-functionalization of the self-assembled nanotube of **58**. The former nanotube exhibited significantly higher magnetic susceptibility than the latter. HBC **59** self-assembles to form a nanotube whose inner and outer surfaces are densely covered by azide groups.[@cit81] Huisgen cycloaddition using an alkyne-appended dendritic molecule (**60**) allows site-selective post-functionalization, resulting in a nanotube with different functional units on its inner and outer surfaces.

The use of ionic molecular units gives rise to a water-dispersible 1D tubular scaffold. For instance, nanotubes formed from isothiouronium ion-appended HBC (**61**) are completely dispersed in water, not as a bundle but as individual nanotubes.[@cit82] This behaviour is suitable for post-functionalization. Since isothiouronium ion has oxyanion-binding ability due to strong electrostatic and H-bonding interactions, the water-dispersible 1D tubular scaffold has the potential to accumulate various molecules and polymers with oxyanion units on the nanotube surfaces. An HBC molecule with two pyridyl groups (**62**), after pre-functionalization with a chiral Pt^2+^ complex, self-assembles to form enantio-enriched nanotubes in terms of the helical chirality of π-stacked HBC arrays.[@cit83] The chiral memory in the nanotube remains intact upon removal of the chiral Pt^2+^ complex. A nanotube formed from bipyridyl-appended HBCs (**63**) undergoes post-functionalization with a Cu^2+^ complex.[@cit84] Interestingly, the resulting metal-ion-covered nanotubes are robust and can serve as seeds for inducing the controlled assembly of additional HBC building blocks. The use of a fluorinated HBC with an electron-accepting core as the second building block results in a hybrid nanotube with a linear heterojunction structure.[@cit84]

Würthner and coworkers synthesized zinc chlorophyll (ZnChl) derivatives with a hydroxyl group at the 3^1^-position, which can self-assemble to form a 1D tubular structure.[@cit85],[@cit86] The attachment of electron-accepting naphthalene diimide (NDI) groups to the 17^2^-position of ZnChl leads to the formation of coaxial 1D nanotubular assemblies, where the NDI groups are located at the outer surfaces, thereby exhibiting highly efficient light-harvesting properties.[@cit85],[@cit86]

Stupp and coworkers reported that a series of peptide amphiphile (PA) building blocks such as **64--69** self-assemble into 1D fibres, which have many biological applications.[@cit21],[@cit87]--[@cit95] Typically, PAs have a long alkyl chain (C~13~--C~16~) at the N-terminus of the peptide, a β-sheet-forming part, a charge-containing part, and a functional unit domain at the C-terminus ([Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit87],[@cit88] A bioactive Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser (RGDS) unit (**64**) hybridized with a PA-based 1D fibril scaffold exhibits enhanced bioactivity compared with that in the non-assembled state.[@cit90] PA **65** with a heparin-binding Leu-Arg-Lys-Lys-Leu-Gly-Ala (LRKKLGKA) unit, which serves as a charge-containing and functional domain (purple part, [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}), assembles to form a fibre-based matrix that promotes the growth of blood vessels, which is not seen with the LRKKLGKA unit alone.[@cit91] As represented by these examples, the fibril structure is essential for endowing bioactive units with superb biological activities. PA derivatives can also serve as a 1D scaffold for π-conjugated molecular units.[@cit96]--[@cit98]

![Schematic structure of a fibrous 1D supramolecular scaffold (red) formed from an amphiphilic oligopeptide, which enables the controlled assembly of various functional molecular units (blue).](c7sc04340f-f11){#fig11}

Helical polymers are also extensively used as a scaffold for the construction of helical 1D assemblies of functional molecular units.[@cit46],[@cit99] Polyacetylenes and polyisocyanides, derived from polymerization of the corresponding acetylene and isocyanide monomers, are typical examples of helical synthetic polymers for a supramolecular scaffold.[@cit46],[@cit99] For these polymers, one-handed helical structures were formed by optically active catalytic systems in the polymerization or were induced by optically active pendant groups.[@cit46],[@cit99] As shown in [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, polyacetylenes have been used as a scaffold for fullerenes (**70**),[@cit100] triphenylaminium cation radical (**71**),[@cit101] galvinoxyl radical (**72**),[@cit102] catalytically active alkaloid (**73**),[@cit103] metal complexes (**74**, **75**),[@cit104],[@cit105] dendron (**76**)[@cit106] and even rotaxanes (**77** and **78**).[@cit107] A helical assembly of organic dye **80** has been achieved by the post-functionalization of polyacetylene **79**.[@cit108] In all of the above cases, one-handed helical assemblies of the hybridized functional molecular units have been obtained. The helical conformation of polyacetylene allows the close-packing of functional molecular units, giving rise to chiroptical properties, enhanced magnetic properties (**71**),[@cit101] asymmetric catalytic activity (**73** and **74**)[@cit104],[@cit105] and even heat-responsive actuation properties (**76**).[@cit106]

![Schematic structure of a polyacetylene-based helical 1D supramolecular scaffold (red) and examples of functional molecular units (blue) assembled with the scaffold.](c7sc04340f-f12){#fig12}

Polyisocyanides are an interesting class of helical polymers that allow the very high-density assembly of functional molecular units upon covalent pre-functionalization.[@cit46],[@cit99] With the use of this polymer scaffold, helical assemblies of porphyrin (**81**),[@cit109] perylenediimide (**82**),[@cit110] oligothiophene (**83**),[@cit111] azobenzene dye (**84**),[@cit112] TTF (**85**)[@cit113] and ferrocene (**86**)[@cit114] have been achieved to date ([Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}). Polyisocyanide **82** with an n-type semiconducting unit provides a component for a thin-film transistor device. Strikingly, it has been demonstrated that a photovoltaic cell fabricated with **82** as an n-type active layer exhibits a 20-fold higher overall conversion efficiency (0.2%) than that fabricated with the corresponding perylenediimide monomer.[@cit110] A one-handed helical scaffold of polyisocyanide can be post-functionalized covalently with crown ethers (**87** and **88**) or catalytically active groups (**89** and **90**) without impairing the degree of its one-handedness,[@cit115],[@cit116] which reflects the robustness and versatility of the polymer scaffold.

![Schematic structure of a polyisocyanide-based helical 1D supramolecular scaffold (red) and examples of functional molecular units (blue) assembled with the scaffold.](c7sc04340f-f13){#fig13}

Naturally occurring polymeric materials such as duplex DNA have also been used as a helical 1D scaffold.[@cit18]--[@cit20],[@cit117] Incorporation of a functional molecular unit into the 1-position of the deoxyribose ring as well as substitution of the ribose core by a functional molecular unit leads to the formation of a helical assembly of the molecular unit inside the double strands of DNA ([Fig. 14a](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit18]--[@cit20],[@cit117] Meanwhile, attachment of a functional molecular unit to the base moieties or the 2-position of the ribose core (RNA and locked RNA) allows the formation of a helical assembly of the molecular unit outside the duplex ([Fig. 14b](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit18]--[@cit20],[@cit117] The above and related works on the modification of DNA have been detailed in an excellent review article.[@cit18]--[@cit20],[@cit117]

![Schematic structures of DNA- or RNA-based 1D supramolecular scaffolds.](c7sc04340f-f14){#fig14}

4.. Two-dimensional supramolecular scaffolds
============================================

Supramolecular scaffolds that enable controlled two-dimensional (2D) assembly ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) are relatively new. The 2D architecture is compatible with the morphology of a film, which is important for many practical applications. Thus, a supramolecular scaffold for the precise 2D assembly of functional molecular units would promote the development of high-performance electronic devices and sensors, optical materials and even dynamically responsive materials like soft actuators. Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), formed by covalent bonding between an anchoring group and the surface of a metal or metal oxide substrate ([Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}), are versatile tools for achieving dense 2D assembly of functional molecular units for many electronics[@cit118]--[@cit120] and biological[@cit121]--[@cit123] applications. However, except for SAMs, there have been few examples of 2D supramolecular scaffolds until recently, due to a lack of appropriate molecular building blocks capable of assembling into a regular structure with clear two-dimensionality.[@cit124]

![Schematic structure of a SAM-based 2D supramolecular scaffold.](c7sc04340f-f15){#fig15}

Recently, we demonstrated the rational synthesis of organic thin films with exceptionally long-range structural integrity using tripodal paraffinic triptycene building blocks (**91--94,**[Fig. 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit22],[@cit125]--[@cit128] These particular triptycenes self-assemble into a "2D hexagonal array + 1D lamellar" structure through nested packing of the triple blades of the triptycene framework ([Fig. 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}), affording a perfectly oriented macroscopic thin film on various substrates by simple vacuum evaporation or spin coating.[@cit125]

![Schematic illustrations of the molecular structures of tripodal triptycene molecules and the structures of tripodal triptycene-based 2D supramolecular scaffolds featuring a "2D hexagonal array + 1D lamellar" structure.](c7sc04340f-f16){#fig16}

Highly substituted tripodal triptycenes (**95--100**) have also been developed.[@cit126] For example, **97** and **99** possess a large dipole moment along the *C*~3~ axis of triptycene due to the presence of an electron-withdrawing cyano or dicyanovinyl group on the opposite side of an electron-donating hydroxyl or alkoxy group. Interestingly, these dipolar tripodal triptycenes change the insulator-to-metal transition temperature of VO~2~ thin films upon surface adsorption.[@cit126] Bridgehead-substituted tripodal triptycenes **101--106** have been designed, which offer sufficient space to accommodate functional molecular units with a size comparable to the diameter of the triptycene framework ([Fig. 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit22] This design makes it possible to form a 2D assembly of relatively large molecular units without impairing the "2D + 1D" structural order. Thus, tripodal triptycene **106** with a pre-functionalized C~60~ unit at the bridgehead position affords an oriented thin film on solid substrates, where the C~60~ units are densely clustered two-dimensionally ([Fig. 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, the thin films exhibit anisotropic carrier-conducting properties ([Fig. 17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"}), which demonstrates that the triptycene-based 2D supramolecular scaffold may be useful in the design of active layers of organic thin-film devices with anisotropic functionalities.[@cit22]

![(a) Schematic structure of an oriented 2D assembly of C~60~ units achieved by a tripodal triptycene-based 2D supramolecular scaffold (**106**) and (b) its maximum transient conductivities (*ø*∑*μ*) sandwiched between quartz substrates along directions parallel (red) and perpendicular (blue) to the substrate as determined by flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity measurements.](c7sc04340f-f17){#fig17}

Zuckermann and coworkers reported that a free-floating robust bilayer 2D sheet is formed in an aqueous medium from a 1 : 1 mixture of amphiphilic peptoid oligomers **107** and **108** with an anionic group and a cationic group, respectively ([Fig. 18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit129]--[@cit131] The electrostatic interaction between anionic and cationic groups as well as a hydrophobic effect is responsible for the formation of the 2D sheet. The peptoid bilayer sheet can be formed even when a large bioactive unit is incorporated into one of the termini of the peptoid oligomer (**109**). Notably, when a functional molecular unit is sandwiched between the cationic and anionic peptoids, it periodically aligns in the resulting 2D sheet (**110**, [Fig. 18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit131]

![Schematic structures of oligomeric peptoid-based 2D supramolecular scaffolds (red) and functional molecular units (blue) assembled with the scaffold.](c7sc04340f-f18){#fig18}

Ikeda and coworkers developed a polymer (**111**) with an alternating sequence of rigid π-conjugated parts and hydrophilic ethylene glycol parts ([Fig. 19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit132],[@cit133] This polymer undergoes folding into a 2D sheet structure in solution in such a way that the π-conjugated parts stack two-dimensionally, while the hydrophilic parts cover the surface of the sheet ([Fig. 19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"}). When an azide group-appended fluorescein was post-functionalized selectively to the surface of the 2D sheet of **111** by Huisgen cycloaddition, the resulting sheet (**112**) became fluorescent.[@cit132] A pyrene trimer connected by phosphate linkers (**113**) has been reported to exhibit similar folding-assembling behaviour in solution to form a 2D sheet.[@cit134]

![Schematic structure of a folding polymer-based 2D scaffold, its component molecules (red), and functional molecular units (blue) used for pre- or post-functionalization.](c7sc04340f-f19){#fig19}

The construction of covalent 2D polymers with an accurate periodic structure has long been a challenging target.[@cit124],[@cit135],[@cit136] Sakamoto, Schlüter and coworkers achieved for the first time the synthesis of this class of polymers using *C*~3~-symmetric anthracene derivatives **114** and **115** ([Fig. 20](#fig20){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit137],[@cit138] In the crystal, **114** and **115** form a layered structure with a quasi-hexagonal 2D sheet as a structural element ([Fig. 20](#fig20){ref-type="fig"}). Upon irradiation with UV light, topochemical polymerization of the photo-reactive anthracene moieties takes place in each layer of the crystals to give a layered 2D polymer, which can be exfoliated by sonication in organic solvents. The resulting covalent 2D polymers have functionalizable moieties at the surface[@cit137] or edge parts[@cit139] ([Fig. 20](#fig20){ref-type="fig"}).

![Molecular structures of the building blocks for covalent 2D polymers and schematic structures of potential 2D supramolecular scaffolds (red) derived from 2D polymers with functionalizable sites (gray).](c7sc04340f-f20){#fig20}

5.. Three-dimensional supramolecular scaffolds
==============================================

Crystalline metal complexes with regularly organized pores, which are referred to as a metal--organic framework (MOF) or porous coordination polymer (PCP), can be regarded as a typical three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds. So far, a huge number of porous crystals have been developed using directional coordination bonding between metal ions and organic ligands ([Fig. 21](#fig21){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit140]--[@cit143] Pre- and post-functionalization approaches have been demonstrated by incorporating functional molecular units into the ligands ([Fig. 21](#fig21){ref-type="fig"} and [22](#fig22){ref-type="fig"}), coordination sites of the constituent metals, or pores ([Fig. 22](#fig22){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit23],[@cit25],[@cit140]--[@cit149] The details of the synthesis, structure, properties and application of MOFs and PCPs are available in many excellent books and review articles published elsewhere.[@cit140]--[@cit143]

![Schematic structures of MOF- or PCP-based 3D supramolecular scaffolds (red) and functional molecular units (blue) assembled with the scaffolds.](c7sc04340f-f21){#fig21}

![Examples of functionalized ligands for MOF- or PCP-based 3D supramolecular scaffolds.](c7sc04340f-f22){#fig22}

Recently, an interesting application of porous crystals has been reported by Fujita and coworkers. Porous crystals consisting of tripyridyltriazine ligands and metal ions (Co^2+^ and Zn^2+^) can incorporate and precisely arrange guest molecules such as TTF and C~60~ in the pore upon immersion of the crystals in a solution of the guest molecule ([Fig. 23](#fig23){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit25] With the use of this crystalline-sponge approach, guest molecules, which are reluctant to form single crystals by themselves, can be co-crystallized into a three-dimensionally periodic structure, thereby allowing determination of the molecular structure by means of single-crystal X-ray analysis. These guest molecules include even liquid and gaseous molecules.[@cit150] Thus, the crystalline sponge should be an excellent 3D supramolecular scaffold that realizes the precise assembly of a wide variety of functional molecules.

![Schematic structure of a crystalline sponge that leads to the precise assembly of adsorbed guest molecules to allow the structural determination of guest molecules by single-crystal X-ray analysis.](c7sc04340f-f23){#fig23}

The realization of highly oriented large-area 3D assembly is one of the key issues in the development of high-performance materials and devices. Fukushima, Aida and coworkers found that bottle-brush polymers, which carry side chains with three mesogenic cores, can form a completely oriented, large-area 3D ordered structure by a simple one-step hot-press treatment between Teflon sheets ([Fig. 24](#fig24){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit151],[@cit152] A systematic survey revealed that the dense accumulation of dipolar functionalities in the side chains, rather than the structure of main-chain and side-chain components, is essential for the bottle-brush polymers to exhibit such remarkable assembly properties.[@cit152] Considering the flexibility of this design, this class of bottle-brush polymers may be useful as a polymer scaffold to achieve a large-area 3D assembly of functional molecular units.

![Schematic molecular and assembled structures of bottle-brush polymers capable of forming completely oriented films with a 3D assembly of dipolar molecular units (blue).](c7sc04340f-f24){#fig24}

6.. Conclusions
===============

The concept of a supramolecular scaffold, which originally represented a molecular motif that directed the formation of a discrete supramolecular complex in solution, has been extended to self-assembling objects with well-defined dimensionality at various length scales. Target functional molecular units, upon pre-functionalization to the building block of a supramolecular scaffold or post-functionalization to a supramolecular scaffold, undergo controlled assembly into a structure that reflects the morphology and size regime of the supramolecular scaffold used. In principle, through the use of a supramolecular scaffold, any molecular unit, regardless of its inherent self-assembly properties, may assemble into a purposely designed structure. From the perspective of the transcription of structural information, the concept of a supramolecular scaffold is analogous to that of a conventional "template", while the former more strongly aims to create new functionalities through, for example, interactions between the scaffold and incorporated molecular units or interactions among molecular units assembled on/in the scaffold. As exemplified by chiral amplification effects, a high-density assembly of functional molecular units might lead to a non-linear responsive behaviour. The use of supramolecular scaffolds might bring about a metastable assembly state of a target molecular unit. Unlike a thermodynamically stable state, such a metastable assembly might be susceptible to external stimuli, and thereby could exhibit unusual responsive behaviours. Through the elaborate design of supramolecular scaffolds, it may be possible to assemble multiple components precisely into a structure with a periodic order. Self-assembly motifs that are suitable for application as a supramolecular scaffold are being developed. Therefore, we expect that the concept and range of application of supramolecular scaffolds may further expand to more diverse molecular systems to promote the rational design of organic and polymeric functional materials as well as the discovery of unknown molecular behaviours.
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